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Abstract

Proceedings of the first meeting of the participants in the IAEA
Coordinated Research Programme on atomic collision data for diagnostics
of magnetically confined fusion plasmas, convened by the IAEA Nuclear
Data Section on 21 - 25 June 1982, at IAEA Headquarters in Vienna.

The meeting participants reviewed the status 6f electron excitation,
electron ionization and charge transfer data for selected fusion relevant
elements, made specific recommendations on the use of these existing
data, and identified those data which needed to be measured or calculated.
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Foreword

Following the review of the Agency's A+M Data Programme by the IFRC
Subcommittee on A+M Data for Fusion in January 1981, the objectives of
the proposed Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Atomic Collision
Data for Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion Plasmas were reoriented so as to
comply with the recommendations of the Subcommittee, namely "that the
effort in this CRP concentrate on the calculation and evaluation of the
required data"* The collision processes which were to be emphasized by
the CRP were those which the Subcommittee identified to have the highest
priority (INDC(SEC)-77/GA), namely

- electron impact ionization
- electron excitation, and
- electron capture.

With the view to determine more specifically the data types which
the CRP should cover and to establish an order of priority among the
needed data, the A+M Data Unit, using the recommendations of the May 1980
IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on A+M Data for Fusion (reference:
Physica Scripta 23̂  69 (1981) 206-209), formulated a questionnaire and
conducted a survey among the fusion research community. The emphasis of
the CRP is thus based on the initial IFRC subcommittee recommendation and
on the results of the Data Priority Questionnaire.
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Definition of Terms

(Terminology recommended by the IFRC Subcommittee on
A+M Data for Fusion)

Tabulation: systematic collection and transcription of numerical information
without critical selection or manipulation*

Compilation: systematic collection and transcription of information on a
given subject with collation and re-organization for optimal presentation to
the users.

Evaluation: critical appraisal by one or more evaluators of all available
data on a given topic (e.g., specific reaction for a given element),
supplemented by theory or semi-empirical models, and the deriviation of a
consistent set of best or preferred values, possibly with their uncertainties.

Bibliographic Data: information related to the documentation of numerical
data, consisting of the reference citation, publication status and indexation.

Numerical Data: numerical values which fall into one of the following
categories:

- Experimental data: numerical values resulting from a physics experiment
(i.e., measurement)

- Calculated data: numerical values resulting from computation (e.g.,
calculated from theory)

- Derived data: numerical values calculated from data obtained in the
analysis of experimental data (e.g., reaction rates calculated from
reaction cross sections)

- Evaluated data: set of numerical values which have resulted from an
evaluation (see above)

- Recommended data: set of numerical data, chosen by a recognized body to be
recommended as the best set among a set of evaluated data.

- Standard data: set of numerical data established by general agreement as a
basis for the measurement of other physical quantities, or set of
accurately known data relative to which other data are determined
(normalized)

- Provisionally recommended data: set of numerical data, which, because of
its uniqueness, is recommended as the best set.
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I. Summary of the Meeting

Introduction

The first meeting of the participants in the IAEA Coordinated Research
Programme (CRP) on Atomic Collision Data for Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion
Plasmas was convened by the IAEA Nuclear Data Section on 21-25 June 1982 at
IAEA Headquarters in Vienna. The meeting was chaired by A. Lorenz with the
assistance of three co-chairmen: M.R.C. McDowell, H.B. Gilbody and G.
Dunn. The Scientific Secretary of the meeting was K. Katsonis.

The participants in this meeting are listed in Appendix I, and the
Adopted Agenda is given in Appendix 2. The papers submitted to the meeting
are listed in Appendix 3.

Objectives

The goal of the Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Atomic
Collision Data for Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion Plasmas is to generate
evaluated sets of atomic collision data in accordance with requirement
priorities determined by the fusion community. The necessary work to
achieve this goal will be performed by the atomic collision physicists
participating in this CRP under the coordinating guidance of the A+M Data
Unit.

The objectives of this first meeting of the CRP were:

to review the status of the data for those processes and reactants
identified by the fusion community to have high priority;

- to assess the accuracy and validity of those data;

to decide which of the required data can now be considered to be in a
satisfactory state; and

to identify those data which can be generated experimentally,
calculated theoretically, or represented by empirical formulae.

The results of this initial survey, summarized in this report should
thus give overall guidelines for the work to be performed by the CRP
participants during their further participation in this international
project, as well as for the use of the existing data by the fusion
community.

Conclusions and Recommendations

The CRP reviewed the overall status of electron collision and electron
capture data of importance to the diagnostics of magnetic fusion plasmas;
the summary of this review is given in Table I.
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In reviewing the existing electron collision data, from the point of
view of reliability and presently accepted accuracies, the CRP could
identify only certain electron impact ionization data which could be
proposed to be recommended to be used by the fusion community at this
time. The accuracy of these data could be taken to be + 10%. The list of
the proposed recommended electron impact ionization data is given in
Table II* All of the proposed recommended data and associated references
are available from the A+M Data Unit.

Next Meeting

The preferred time for the next meeting of this CRP is the first week
of September 1983. The exact time and place will depend to some extent on
the schedule of other meetings of interest to the CRP participants.
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Table II

Recommended Electron Impact Ionization Data

Z - 1 - 8

Evaluated cross sections of all species, from hydrogen to oxygen,
with the exception of Be+ and C3"*", including all stages of
ionization, published by Bell et al., (Culham report CLM-R216 (1982)),
are proposed to be recommended.

Z - 9 - 18

In this Z range reasonable sets of cross sections could be generated
based on prediction formulae and more accurate calculations* At present,
the following cross-beam measurement results (with an uncertainty of
about 10%) are proposed to be recommended:

Na+ Peart and Dolder, J. Phys. B2 1_ (1968)
Mg+ Martin, et al., J. Phys. B2 1̂  (1968) 537
Mg+ Crandall et al., Phys. Rev. A 25 (1982) 143
Mg2+ Peart, et al., J. Phys. B 2̂  (1969) 1176
Al + Belie, et al'., Priv. Comm. (1982)
Al 2 + Si3* Crandall, et al., Phys. Rev. A J25 (1982) 143
Ar+ Ar 2 + Ar3* Ar 4 + Mueller, et al., J. Phys. B 13_ (1980) 1877
Ne+ Dolder, et al., Proc.Roy.Soc. A 274_ (1963) 546
Ne34* Gregory, Dittner and Crandall, Priv. Comm. (1982)

Z « 19 - 102

For Z > 19, with the exception of a few good cross-beam measurements, no
recommended cross sections can be proposed. Those proposed to be recommended,
having a 10% uncertainty, are

K* Peart and Dolder, J.Phys. B2 1_ (1968) 240
Ca+ Peart and Dolder, J.Phys. B £ (1975) 56
Ti34" Falk, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. £7 (1981) 494
Zn+ Ga+ Rogers, et al., Phys.Rev. A 25_ (1982) 737
Kr34" Gregory, Dittner and Crandall, Private Comm. (1982)
Rb+ Sr+ Cs+ Peart and Dolder, J.Phys. B £ (1975) 56
Zr3* Hf 3 + Ta3* Falk, et al., Phys.Rev.Lett. 4J_ (1981) 494
Cd+ Hg+ Belie, et al., Priv. Comm. (1982)
Xe + Mueller, et al., J.Phys. B 13_ (1980) 1877
Xe 3 + Gregory, Dittner and Crandall, Priv. Comm. (1982)
Ba+ Peart, et al., J. Phys. B £ (1973) 146
T1+ Divine, et al., Phys.Rev. A 13 (1976) 54
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II. Meeting Programme

1. Progress reports from CRP Participants

1.1. Y. Itikawa (IPP/Nagoya)

Progress report on the work at the Nagoya University Institute of
Plasma Physics is given in Appendix 4.

Progress report on the work at the JAERI Division of Physics is
given in Appendix 5.

1.2. H. Winter (Institut fuer Allgemeine Physik, Vienna)

Progress report is given in Appendix 6.

1.3. H.B. Gilbody (Queen's University, Belfast)

Progress report is given in Appendix 7.

1.4. V.A. Abramov (Rurchatov Institute, Moscow)

Translated progress report is given in Appendix 8.

1.5. M.R.C. McDowell (Royal Holloway College, London)

Progress report is given in Appendix 10.

1.6. R.K. Janev (Institute of Physics, Belgrade, Yugoslavia)
Progress report is given in Appendix 11.

1.7. D.H. Crandall, et al. (Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA)
Progress report is given in Appendix 12.

1.8. E. Salzborn (Institut fuer Kernphysik, Universitaet Giessen)
Progress report is given in Appendix 13.

1.9. P. Hvelplund (Institute of Physics, University of Aarhus, Denmark)
Progress report is given in Appendix 14.

1.10. S. Bliman (Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble, France)
Progress report is given in Appendix 15.

2. Review of Data Requirements

In their discussion of the data requirements by the fusion
community, based on the IAEA data requirements survey (see Appendix 13),
the participants agreed to use the survey results as a general
guideline, but felt on the other hand that emphasis should also be
given to species pertinent to specific diagnostics techniques, or other
processes of importance.
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3. Review of the Data Status

Review of the status of the required data was performed by four
separate groups, each one addressing one of the priority collision
process categories:

£ £ £ _ ^ j p i : reviewed by D.H. Crandall, Y. Itikawa, and
M.R.C. McDowell (Chairman).

:̂ reviewed by V.A. Abramov, G.H. Dunn (Chairman) and
E. Salzborn

^argje_Exchangej reviewed by S. Bliman, H.B. Gilbody (Chairman),
P. Hvelplund, R.V. Janev and H. Winter

pj.eJ.ej:̂ ron̂ c_Recombination£> reviewed by V.A. Abramov, D.H. Crandall
and G.H. Dunn

The reports of the working groups constitute the major product of
this meeting, and are given below in their entirety. In their reports,
the groups also assessed the accuracy and validity of the data, and
identified those sets of data which could be considered to be in a
satisfactory state, and could be proposed to be recommended to the
fusion community. A summary list of the data which were proposed to be
recommended is included in the recommendations given in Table II above.

4. Standardization of Measurement Energies

In an effort to encourage a certain degree of standardization
among measurers of electron capture data, so as to facilitate
intercomparison of experimental and theoretical results, the CRP
endorsed the following suggested recommendation:

In order to allow for a more effective and efficient
comparison of experimental data with theory and other
experimental results, it is proposed that measurements of
electron capture from H(ls) leading to excited ion states
be made at the following standard collision energies:

25 keV/amu
10 keV/amu
2.5 keV/amu

1 keV/amu
0.25 keV/amu
0.1 keV/amu
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Working Group Report on

Electron impact excitation of neutral atoms and positive atomic

ions of interest in magnetically confined fusion plasmas

D.H. Crandall, Y. Itikawa, M.R.C. McDowell (Chairman)

1. Introduction

The theory of electron impact excitation processes has been reviewed

recently by e.g. Bransden and McDowell [1,2] and more specifically for

positive ions by Henry [3]. A bibliography from 1978 covering both theory and

experiment has been prepared by Itikawa [4]. Recent reviews have been given

at NATO Summer Schools, by Crandall [5,6] and more recently by McDowell [7],

It is all too often current practice to obtain excitation rate

coefficients for plasma interpretation from Gaunt factor formulas and

oscillator strengths. It is now clear that such results are not reliable and

that significantly improved reliability is obtained from detailed calculations

of collision strengths for individual transitions using close coupling or

distorted wave approximations. The number of calculations required is very

large (at least hundreds of thousands) but a beginning has been made and the

techniques are being refined which will allow the production of the extensive

data desired for fusion plasma applications.

Lorenz [8] in consultation with active members of the fusion

community has suggested that the three highest priority groups of targets are

Priority 1 C,0,Ti,Fe

Priority 2 Al,Cr,Ni

Priority 3 H (and D,T), He
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though other targets, especially Li and the rare gases (Priority 4) may be

Important for diagnostics* In each case, all stages of ionization need to be

considered* As Priority class 5 we take all the other species given in

Table 2 of Lorenz's paper*

2. Experiment

The role of experiment in electron impact excitation is foreseen to

be principally in testing theory. All experiments to date have relied on

measurements of the radiation emitted by the excited system. Such

measurements become progressively more difficult as the charge state of the

ion increases, both because the cross sections decrease rapidly with

increasing q, and because the photon wavelengths become shorter. The crossed

beams technique has produced a few accurate tests of collision theoretical
2

models, notably for the resonance line 2s-2p P. ,« ,,_ of Li-like ions
+ 4+

from Be [9] to N [10]. More recently Dunn et al. [11] have obtained
2+ +

results on the resonance lines of Na-like systems Al and Mg which add

to the previous measurements of Zapesochnyi [12] for Mg . Apart from

resonance transitions there are a few measurements on e.g. intercombination

lines of Li [13] and on several transitions in systems of less interest to

fusion. There are of course two classic measurements on the Is-2s transition

in He [3], but unfortunately no measurement of the ls-2p transition which

extends to high energies. (See however the results of Zapesochnyi [3]). An

absolute measurement of the total nsl to n*2 excitation cross section in He

is of high priority, particularly near threshold.

3. Theory

Theoretical calculations of excitation cross sections of positive

ions are generally carried out in few state close-coupling (CC), or a

simplification of that known as distorted wave exchange (DWX). The results

are often unitarized (BWXII). For low q and neutral (q^O) atoms
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it is essential to include short range correlations, and also to ensure that

the leading non-Coulomb term of the long-range interaction in each open

channel considered is correctly represented, if accurate results are to be

obtained. Unfortunately there are no published calculations fully satisfying

these criteria.

For all species (other than hydrogen-like) accurate results require

the use of accurate target wave functions. These should reproduce the

observed energy levels, though all matrix diagonalization methods have

difficulty obtaining this accuracy for the ground state. In addition it is

desirable to obtain accurate oscillator strengths, in the sense that the

dipole length and velocity results should be in agreement to better than 10%.

These properties do not suffice to ensure accuracy, and, as we have mentioned,

it is also important to obtain accurate static dipole polarizabilities of each

level. These can be systematically improved variationally.

Further, for high Z ions, (2 > 20) relativistic structure effects

should be included, at least to the level of the Breit interaction, and full

account taken of intermediate and j-j coupling.

Few, if any, published calculations meet these criteria fully, so it

would be dangerous to suppose that the accuracy achieved so far is better

than 20% except for hydrogenic systems. Readers are invited to consider the

comparison of theory with experiment for the benchmark case of Be 2s-2p.

(Ref. [3], Fig. 5.7).

Users of atomic collision data generally require it in the form of

the collision strength &** which is related to the cross section 6**f

(TT at units) by

= Wi
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2
where w. is the statistical weight of the initial state, and k. is the

energy (in Rydbergs) of the incident electron relative to the lower lying of

the two states* For evaluation of diagnostic observations of radiation from

complex ions, these are required for all J to J' transitions* The use of a

rate coefficient or rate parameter presupposes a Maxwellian distribution of

electron energies.

4. Targets of Priority Class 1

4*1 Carbon and Oxygen

There do not appear to be any reliable calculations or

measurements on the neutral or singly ionized species* The available data on

the neutrals are summarized by Bransden and McDowell [2]. For C there are

five-state close coupling (5-CC) and unitarized Coulomb-Born with exchange

(CBXII) calculations by Robb and Mann [14], but it is difficult to assess

their reliability, for such open shell systems. Further accurate calculations

are required for C° and C especially,

in Tokamaks with carbon inner liners.

are required for C° and C especially, in view of their special interest

The Japanese and US data centers are currently preparing a

compilation and selection of data on ions of C and 0, which will be published

in association with this CRP. There are a significant number of detailed

calculations for excitation from the ground states of each of these ions,

which in most cases should allow a recommendation to be made, but not

necessarily an assessment of reliability.

4.2 Tj and Fe

There is a substantial amount of data (theoretical) for ions of

Fe [15,16]. The current situation for excitation of Fe ions illustrates both

what can be accomplished by detailed calculations and
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that significant work remains to be done before a complete .set of reasonably

reliable rate coefficients is obtained. A recent compilation [15] selects

A 8+n™0 type for Fe

- Fe and A n « l type for Fe - Fe from low lying states. All of

the selected data are from EWXII or few state CC calculations* It is

desirable to represent collision strengths and rate coefficients for each

transition by a four parameter fit in a standard form involving powers of

transition energies such as is given in Bef. [16], p. 206. For the 1150

transitions mentioned about half of the calculations provide a cross section

at only one energy, whereas about seven values, well spread in energy, are

needed to allow a reasonably accurate fit. Thus the work is far from finished

for the 1150 transitions considered so far. Sufficient detail has been

provided primarily for Be-like through H-like cases but refinements may

significantly change these results. It seems clear that many of these

calculations needed to be carried out in intermediate rather than L-S coupling

[17] and further that the effects of resonances are not yet correctly

accounted for in these highly charged ions [18].

From the perspective of plasma fusion diagnostics, it is a matter of

highest priority to improve and complete the detailed calculations for

specific J to J' transitions for all A n»0 and most A nml transitions from

low lying states of Fe ions* Some of this work is currently in progress at

Los Alamos Scientific Lab* (J*B. Mann and A.L* Merts).

There are as yet few data of any sort for Ti ions. Bhatia et al.

[19] have reported DWX values for various transitions among 2s 2p

configurations for Tiq (q»l3,...,19). In view of the general

considerations discussed above, their reliability must be open to question*
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4.3 Al, Cr, Ni

There are DWXII calculations available for some transitions in Al

to Al . Mann [10] gives coefficients from which cross sections and rate

coefficients may be obtained for a few transitions. It is again difficult in

general to assess the reliability of these calculations at this stage,

especially for the lower stages of ionization. Various approximations for

H-like and He-like ions of both Al and Ni are discussed by Henry [3]. There

have been no calculations on Cr ions since 1970 [20]. In view of the priority

attached to these species a major research programme needs to be initiated.

4« 4 H (including D,T) and He

Callaway and McDowell [21] have analysed the available theoretical

and experimental data on excitation of atomic hydrogen. They give recommended

values, in the form of four parameter fits for the Is ••• 2s, Is —+- 2p, Is •*»

3s, Is —•• 3p, which they believe accurate to better than 20%, and a less

certain fit for Is —»> 3d. The Is —^2s transition in hydrogenic ions of low q

remains a significant problem, at impact energies up to a few times

threshold. In particular the well known factor of two discrepancy for He

between theory and experiment remains unresolved and must cast doubt on the

situation for all low q ions.

Except in the region of validity of the first Born approximation

there are no reliable results for excitation to states of hydrogenic systems

with n > 3, though work is in progress. The theoretical CC calculations for

neutral He are in poor agreement with experiment below 200 eV, except close to

threshold. The experimental values for the 1 S —>>n S and 1 S —#»n P

(n^ 5) are consistent with the DW calculations of Scott and McDowell [22] ?

the benchmark experiment of Van Zyl et al. [23] on 3 S) and the tables given

by Scott [24] may be used as a guide. The UK groups (Belfast and London)

intend to provide a critical assessment of the data for He.
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There are very extensive DWX calculations for He-like ions by

Pradhan et al. [25] which include resonances effects by a backwards Gailitis

extrapolation, and these authors also provide collision strengths and rate

parameters [26]. However, it recently became apparent that the accuracy of

these results decreases with increasing atomic number beyond Z=6 and for 2=26

may be in error by more than an order of magnitude [17,18] (see the discussion

of Fe ions above).

5. Lower priority systems

There are reasonably accurate results available for H-like and

He-like ions of B,N,F,Si,Ne,Ar and Kr. Again many charge states of N,Ne and

Ar have been considered. Readers are referred to the attached bibliography

for details. No attempt can yet be made to asses the reliability of the

calculations, but the uncertainties will increase with increasing Z and

decreasing q*
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Working Group Report on

Electron Impact Ionization of Ions

V.A. Abramov, G.H. Dunn (Chairman), E. Salzborn

1. Single Ionization Cross Sections for Ions

1.1. Z = 1 - 10, H - Ne

A "recommended" set of cross sections has been assembled by Bell et

al. [1] and distributed. This CRP recognizes the care that has gone into

this compilation and recommends the use of these cross sections by the

fusion community with the following exceptions:

a) For Be , experimental measurements [2} now exist which differ

substantially (30-60%) from the Bell et al. recommendations, and -

in fact - are in quite good (about 5%) agreement with the Lotz

formula [3] predictions. The committee recommends use of these

experimental values.

3+

b) For C , Bell et al. chose to be guided in their recommendations

by the theoretical work of Jakubowitz et al. [4] rather than the

experimental work of Crandall et al. [5]. In fact, the experiments

- when scaled - don't "fit" the common pattern of other ions in the

Li isoelectronic sequence and there may be reason to be concerned.

However, in view of the fact that the experiment was done twice and
4+ 5+was done the same way [5] as N and 0 , this committee

recommends that, for the present, the experimental values be used

by the fusion community.

Good experiments exist for all species and ionization stages except
, _.2+ _ 3+ _2+ ,,4+ _5+ ,T6+ n6+ . rt7+for Li , Be , B , B , C , N , 0 and 0 .
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Strong excitation-autoionization effects are evidenced in the Li

isoelectronic sequence, and the effect increases rapidly with Z. This

needs further work, e.g. in 0 . Thus, in Be it is a 5% effect and

in 0 the effect increases the cross section by about 30%.

Extrapolating to higher charged states of the sequence, the effect could

become even more important than in 0 .

No data exist for any ionization stage of F, even though it is a priority

species. It is recommended that work should be done to improve the

situation. Predictor formulae (particularly Lotz') should give

reasonable values for F ions if excitation-autoionization is estimated

for F6*.

+ 3+Good beam measurements exist for Ne [6,7], Ne [8]. Trap

measurements exist [9] for all ionization stages of Ne. The beam

measurements can be recommended to the fusion community, with an accuracy

of the order of 10%. The trap measurements, which have been done only at

energies above 2 keV cannot be considered to be more reliable than a

factor of two, with the exception of Ne ions for which the accuracy may

be + 70%.

1.2. Z = 11 - 18, Na - Ar

Good beam measurements have been made on Na [10], Mg [11,12],

Mg2+ [13],, Al+ [14], Al 2 + [12], Si3* [12], Ar+ [7,15],

Ar2+ [7], Ar34" [7], Ar4+ [7], Ar5* [7] and are recommended to the

fusion community for use with the stated accuracies, usually of the order

of 10%. Trap measurements exist [9] on all Ar ionization stages above

3. The analysis of these data is complex and involves many assumptions;

also these data have probably a factor of 3 uncertainty. The Na

isoelectronic sequence shows excitation-autoionization effects [12] which

increase rapidly with Z. No theories nor scaling formulae seem to do

well to represent the direct process: the Lotz formula for example, gives

values which are 50 % or more too high. Resonant inner-shell

dielectronic capture followed by double autoionization also seems

important [16]. Branching ratios for autoionization may not agree with

theory. Experimental work on a more highly ionized member of the Na

isoelectronic sequence is needed, and theoretical work should continue in

order to understand why there is disagreement and to understand how to

extrapolate to higher Z members of the sequence.
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There is insufficient work on Al ions, considering the priority

nature of this species.

There is no work on Cl, a priority species, and this committee

recommends both experimental and theoretical effort on Cl ions. Pending

further studies the Lotz formula may provide a reasonable prediction if

some effort is made to include scaled effects of excitation-

autoionization for members of the Na and Li isoelectronic sequences.

1.3. Z - 19 - 36, K - Kr

There exist good beam measurements for K [10], Ca [17],

Ti 3 + [18], Zn+ [19], Ga+ [19], Kr 3 + [8], and these are

recommended to the stated accuracies - usually of the order of 10 %.

The main points are that:

a) Excitation-autoionization can (and often does) dominate the ionization

cross section by more than an order of magnitude .

b) There is experimental evidence that d subshells contribute about half

as much to the direct process as would be expected from s and

p subshells. Thus, simple Lotz-type methods can't be used without

inventing new coefficients.

3+
c) There are no data for Fe ions, and data on only one Ti ion (Ti ),

despite the fact that these are two of the highest priority metals.

Work should be done as soon as possible on these species. Work should

also be done on ions of Cr, Cu and Ni. There are currently no

measurements nor calculations.

d) Multiple ionization may be very important, as discussed in more detail

later.
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1.4. Z - 37 - 102, Rb - No

Good beam measurements exist for Rb [17], Sr [17],

Zr3* [18], Cd+ [20], Xe + [7], Xe3* [8], Cs+ [17], Ba+ [21],

Hf 3 + [18], la3"*" [18], Hg+ [20] , Tl + [22] and these are

recommended to the stated accuracies of the order of 10%. Trap

measurements exist on many ionization stages of Xe, Cs, Ba, Hg.

In addition to the specific data, the main points are much the same

as for Z - 19 - 36:

a) Excitation-autoionization can (and often does) totally ^by up to more

than an order of magnitude) dominate the ionization cross section.

b) Electrons in the d and f subshells probably contribute less than those

in s and p subshells as noted earlier, and their contribution may vary

substantially with species. Simple formulae such as Lotz's may not be

readily applicable without significantly altered coefficients for

these subshells.

c) There are no data for Mo and W, and data on only one ionization stage

of Zr. Work on these species should be done, though one should do it

methodically including other species, recognizing points a) and b)

above.

2. Multiple Ionization Cross Sections for Ions

Cross sections for multiple ionization of ions 0- ^, with k > 1,

have generally been considered to be small compared to single step

ionization cross sections G~ ... As a consequence, these ionization
q,q+l

processes are neglected in plasma modelling codes. This is not entirely

justified by the very few data presently available. These are:

6\ o Li [23] Na [24]

<?2,4 2,5 3,5

Ar
Ar

Ar

Ar

[25] Rb

Rb

Rb

[26]
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Recent data for Xe" ions (Ref. [27] to be published), comprising

^ and

, . , , , , , , ,
show that for this heavy (Z « 54) ion multiple ionization cross sections

^^ —17 2
are quite large, e.g. Ct « reaches values of up to 5.10 cm . The

»•_

ratio of cross sections GT ,/ CT"?, taken at electron energies E > 400eV, rapidly increases with Z and approaches the value 0.3 for Xe. This

shows that for high Z elements multiple ionization processes should not be

neglected. Clearly more data are needed. It is very important to have

reliable and extensive experimental data to guide development of models for

multiple ionization cross sections. Available classical models are at best

qualitative.

We emphasize to the fusion community that these multiple ionization

processes should probably be considered in diagnostics and modelling -

particularly for Z>20.

3. Sources

Very good recent sources on ionization of ions are:

a) "Recommended Cross Sections and Rates for Electron Ionization of Light

Atoms and Ions" by K.L. Bell, H.B. Gilbody, J.6. Hughes, A.E. Kingston

and F.J. Smith [1]. This gives recommended cross sections for all

stages of ionization for hydrogen through oxygen, and compares with

experimental data, frequently used formulae, and "quality" theory.

b) "Empirical Formulas for Ionization Cross Sections of Atomic Ions for

Electron Collisions: Critical Review with Compilation of Experimental

Data" by Y. Itikawa and T. Kato [28]. Gives compilation of experimental

data available to authors for Z = 2 - 19 and compares with Lotz [3] and

scaled Coulomb - Born [29].

c) "Bibliography on Electron Collisions with Atomic Positive Ions, 1978

through 1982" by Y. Itikawa [30]. This supplements and updates the

earlier version IPPJ-AM-7 by K. Takayanagi and T. Iwai [31].
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d) "Calculations of Electron Impact Ionization Cross Sections at NBS,

Washington, D.C." by S.M. Younger. Atomic Data For Fusion 1_ 6 (1981)

143-201. This summarizes earlier work referred to under Ref. 33 of

this Working Group Report.

4. Conclusions and Recommendations (See also Table II, p.5)

+ 3+

4.1. With exceptions noted (for Be and C ), the cross sections

"recommended" by Bell et al. should be adopted for the fusion community

for hydrogen through oxygen (Z « 1 - 8) at all ionization stages. Those

using the Lotz formula for plasma calculations should recognize that the

differences between the cross sections recommended by Bell et al. [1] and

the Lotz formula [3], average about 20-30% up to a maximum of about 50%
2+

different for B .

4.2. In all-cases for which there are beam measurements, this working group

recommends these data to the fusion community to an accuracy within the

stated uncertainties, usually about 10%.

4.3. For Z » 9 - 18, a reasonable set of cross sections could be generated

based on estimator formulae (Lotz [3], scaled Coulomb Born [29], scaled

plane-wave Born [32], and more accurate [4,33] calculations (for example,

distorted wave, Coulomb-distorted wave with exchange, etc.) where

available and taking care to scale excitation-autoionization for the

sequences where it has been seen to be important (Li, Na,...). This

should be done, especially for Al ions. However, more work will be

needed to experimentally establish the validity of the predicted cross

sections.

4.4. For Z > 19 it is very dangerous at this time to generate recommended

cross sections except for species on which measurements have been made.

More work, both theoretical and experimental, needs to be done to

establish systematics of subshell contributions and contributions from

excitation-autoionization (also resonant excitation/capture followed by

double autoionization). Some cross sections for high ionization stages

corresponding to low Z atom isoelectronic sequences may be reasonably

predicted with care as in comment 3 above.

4.5. Relativistic effects which may become important for Z >» 20, have not

been included in the theory nor in semi-empirical formulae.
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Working Group Report on

Charge Exchange and Related Processes

S. Bliman, H.B. Gilbody (Chairman), P. Hvelplund, R.K. Janev, H. Winter

1. Collisions involving hydrogen atoms

During the past few years experimental and theoretical data on the

process

XH- + H -*- X
VH x / + H (1)

have become available for a variety of ion species of fusion interest over

a wide energy range* A recent review by Gilbody [1] of the experimental

data in relation to current theoretical prediction is available, while a

critical review of the theoretical methods and predictions has been carried

out by Janev and Bransden [2] in context of this CRP. For multiply charged

ions, since cross sections are dependent on q rather than on the ion

species and can often be described by scaling relations, no specific

reference is made to those ions designated by Lorenz [3] to be of priority

interest to the fusion community.

At velocities v < 1 au (corresponding to 2.2 x 10 cm/s or 25

keV/amu) process (1) is the main mechanism for electron removal from H

atoms. At higher velocities the ionization process

Xq+ + H -*• Xq+ + H+ + e~ (2)

becomes dominant and there is a need to consider the total cross section

for electron removal from H through the combined processes (1) and (2).

At velocities v > l au, cross sections for (1) decrease with

increasing velocity and, for a given velocity, increase with q. Cross

sections <5" _-. for different ions with same initial charge q are not

greatly different and can be described by simple relations of the form

o * <3>
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where G* and n are empirical scaling parameters which depend on velocity.
o

A more general discussion of scaling laws for charge transfer with an

indication of the likely accuracy has been given by Janev and Hvelplund [4].

At velocities v < 1 au, charge transfer may occur very effectively

through one or more pseudo-crossings of the adiabatic potential energy curves

of the molecular system formed during the collision. This involves capture

into one or a limited number of excited states. In general no simple scaling

rules apply, but for systems with high initial charge states

(q 3:10), <y~ ., is approximately linearly dependent on q. Experimental

data on (1) for ions of high q at energies less than about 1 keV/amu are

still very limited and additional measurements of the type recently carried

out by Phaneuf et al. [5] for C and 0 ions are required to check the validity

of theoretical predictions.

Experimental data of high precision are now available [4,5,61 f°r the
+ 2+

ionization process (2) for H , He and multiply charged ions of lithium,

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Results for C, N and 0 ions show that cross

sections for different ions with the same q agree closely both in magnitude

and velocity dependence. At high velocities where the cross sections have

decreased below the peak value, cross sections can be described by a simple

scaling relation. A more general discussion has been given by Janev and

Hvelplund [4]. For the bare nuclei H+, He and Li , there is
2

evidence that ionization cross sections scale according to Z (as predicted

by the Born approximation) only at very high velocities. The velocity at

which the Born prediction becomes valid progressively increases with Z.

Olson et al. [9] have used the classical-trajeetory-Monte-Carlo (CTMC)

method to calculate total cross sections G~ for electron removal (i.e. the

sum of the cross sections for (1) and (2)) from H for ions with 1d- q ̂  50 in

the range 50-5000 keV/amu. The calculated reduced cross sections ff"/q

plotted against the reduced energy E/q lie on the universal curve given by

CT/q = 4.6J(32q/E) [1 - exp(-E/32q)]| 10"16 cm2 (4)
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where E is the energy in keV/amu. Although there are departures from this

universal curve at both low and high velocities, the available data [7,8]

indicate agreement to within a factor of 2 within the range 20 - 150

keV/amu.

Cross sections for the electron capture process

X1
+ + H —•CX

Cq-1)+>*+ H+ (5)

involving capture into specific excited states (n,l) of the product ion are

now urgently required particularly at velocities v < 1 au. Measurements

are now proceeding in a number of laboratories using techniques based on

both optical spectroscopy of the excited collision products and from

precise studies of the change in kinetic energy of the incident ions

(translational energy spectroscopy). Future experimental work in this area

will be facilitated by the availability of sources for the production of

intense beams of highly charged ions [10]. While there are some

theoretical predictions [2,11], limited experimental data are available [1]
+ 2+

only for H and He impact.

2. Collisions involving multi-electron targets

A number of fusion diagnostic schemes in use or under consideration

require accurate cross sections in targets other than atomic hydrogen.

Quite extensive experimental data are now available for total electron

capture cross sections by multiply charged ions in H« and He. Some data

are also available for ionization of EL and He by multiply charged ions.

These data are considered in relation to theoretical predictions and

general scaling rules in a recent review by Janev and Presnyakov [12].

For H- it is important to note that cross sections for both charge

transfer and ionization may be significantly different from twice the

corresponding cross sections in atomic hydrogen. At low velocities the

transfer ionization process

H+ + H+ + e" C6)
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has an important role [13]. For many-electron targets tranfer ionlzation

processes of the type

Y n + + (m + n - q) e" (7)

involving capture of one or more electrons with the simultaneous multiple

ionization of the target have large cross sections even at low velocities

[14].

Cross sections for the two electron capture process

He 2 + + Li -*•> He + Li 2 + (8)

have recently been determined [15,16]. Some data are also available [17]

for one-electron capture into particular states of He . These

processes are relevant to possible schemes for alpha particle diagnostics*

Cross sections for the emission of Balmer Hot radiation in the

passage of H, H , H-nd H, through H_ have recently been

determined [18] in the range 1-100 keV from studies of the 3s-2p, 3p-2s

and 3d-2p decay modes following the collisional formation of excited H

atoms. Data for the separate contributions from both target and

projectile are available. These results are relevant to the diagnostics

of energetic neutral hydrogen beams which are used for plasma heating.

There is a need for further data on the total collisional destruction of

fast BL, H_ and H, in H2.

Some experimental cross sections for the emission of radiation from

excited hydrogen-like ions formed in the passage of fully stripped C, N,

0 and Ne through H2 are now available [19,20].
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Collisions between positive ions

A limited amount of experimental data on collisions between positive

ions are now available. These have been considered in relation to current

theory in a recent review by Gilbody [21].

Cross sections for the charge transfer process:

H+ + xq+ -*. H + X
C<1+1)+ (9)

and the ionization process

H+ + X
q+-«-H++x'q+1)+ +e" (10)

involving impurity ions are relevant to particle escape and enhanced energy

loss in fusion devices* For low values of q, cross sections may be very

large* A knowledge of the cross sections for (9) and (10) is also relevant

to plasma diagnostics using heavy ion beam probes. The corresponding
2+

processes involving He ions are of interest in the context of alpha

particle heating.

2+
Experimentally determined cross sections for X production from the

combined processes (9) and (10) are available for targets of He ,

Li , C , N , Mg , Ti and Fe . For He and Li , separate

measurements of the cross section for the charge transfer process (9) are

available. Provided that ground state collidants and product ions are

dominant in these reactions, there is evidence that cross sections for the

reverse reaction

1+ + +
X + H —*- X + H (11)

can provide reliable estimates for charge transfer in H - X

collisions.

2+
At energies where measured cross sections for X production are

dominated by ionization there is evidence [21] that the data can be

described by a simple classical scaling relation which permits cross

sections to be predicted to within about a factor of two.
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Working Group Report on

Dielectronic Recombination

V.A. Abramov, D.H. Crandall and G. Dunn

This process has been recognized to be important in hot plasmas for at

least two decades, and the associated satellite lines are observed in the

spectroscopy of fusion [1] and astrophysical plasmas [2]. Currently one

relies totally on theory to take this process into account. There are no

experimental measurements of cross sections for this process, though there are

at least two rate measurements [3, 4] (factor of two accuracy). There are

several efforts worldwide to make measurements of cross sections, and these

should be encouraged in order to verify and gain confidence in the theory

being used.

When the process occurs, one is left with an excited core of the parent

ion and a high Rydberg state of the daughter. The core must radiate before

autoionization occurs,, and the Rydberg state must then relax before a net

recombination results. Clearly, in a plasma environment, ionization of the

Rydberg state may result from field ionization or collisional effects

(electrons or ions). These must be accounted for separately (from any

measurement of cross section for dielectronic recombination) in order to

obtain recombination rates appropriate to particular plasma environments. The

current, most widely used source for dielectronic recombination rates is the

Burgess [5] - Merts [6] formula which is likely to remain the best overall

source for the immediate future. Detailed calculations for specific cases [7]

and including estimates of collisional (density) effects [8] can be usefully

compared to the general formula but no reliability should be inferred.
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Appendix 2

Coordinated Research Programme (CRP)
on Atomic Collision Data for Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion Plasmas

First Research Coordination Meeting
Vienna, 21 - 25 June 1982

VIC, Room A2346

ADOPTED AGENDA

1. Opening Statements and Announcements

1.1. Opening of meeting (9:30) by J.J. Schmidt

1.2. Appointment of chairmen (J.J. Schmidt)
1.3. Introduction to CRP (A. Lorenz)

- Objectives
- Procedures and organization
- Assignment of responsibilities
- Questions and answers

1.4. Adoption of Agenda (A. Lorenz)

1.5. Announcements (K. Katsonis)

2. Short Progress Reports by participants on their work

3. Brief Review of the data requirements and their priorities (A. Lorenz)

4. Review of the status of the existing required A+M Data, their accuracy and
completeness

4.1. Electron excitation
4.2. Electron ionization
4.3. Electron capture and charge exchange
4.4. Recombination

5. Writing of working group reports

6. Reports of the working groups on the conclusions on the current status and
availability of the required data

7. Identification of data which can be calculated or measured, or be
represented by empirical formulae, and methods to generate the required
data

8. Distribution of responsibilities among the participants in the CRP

9. Summary of Conclusions

10. Next meeting
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Appendix 3

List of Papers Submitted to the Meeting

1. "Review of Data Requirements and their Priorities",
A. Lorenz, IAEA, Vienna. (Included in this report as Appendix 13).

2. "What we do and do not know about electron impact excitation of atomic
hydrogen", J. Callaway and M.R.C. McDowell, Royal Holloway College,
England. (To be issued in IAEA report INDC(NDS)-137/GA).

3. "Current theoretical techniques for electron-atom and electron-ion
scattering", M.R.C. McDowell, Royal Holloway College, England. (To be
published in Proceedings of the NATO Advanced Study Institute on Atomic
and Molecular Processes in Controlled Fusion Plasmas, edited by
C.J. Joachain and D. Post, Plenum Press, New York, 1983).

4. "Ion-atom and ion-ion collision processes relevant to fusion", H.B.
Gilbody, et al., The Queen's University of Belfast, UK. (Included in
this report as Appendix 7).

5. "Comments on electron-impact ionization of ions", Gordon Dunn, JILA,
Boulder, Colorado, USA. (Included in this report as Appendix 16).

6. "Evaluation of electron-impact excitation cross sections of carbon and
oxygen ions", Y. Itikawa, Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University,
Japan. (Included in this report as Appendix 4).

7. "Data compilation and evaluation on atomic collision and structure data
in JAERI", JAERI, Japan. (Included in this report as Appendix 5).

8. "Charge exchange between highly charged ions and atomic hydrogen: A
critical review of theoretical data", R.K. Janev and B.H. Bransden, JILA,
Boulder, Colorado, USA (to be published in IAEA report INDC(NDS)-135/GA).

9. "Atomic and Molecular Data for Fusion, Part 1. Recommended Cross
Sections and Rates for Electron Ionization of Light Atoms and Ions", K..L.
Bell et al., Culham Laboratory report CLM-R216. (Not included in these
proceedings).

10. "Influences of Charge Exchange and Fast Ions on Impurity Radiation in a
Hot Plasma", V.A. Abramov, V.G. Gontis and V.S. Lisitsa, I.V. Kurchatov
Institute of Atomic Energy, Moscow, 1982. (Translated by IAEA, included
in this report as Appendix 9).
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Evaluation of electron-impact excitation cross sections

of carbon and oxygen ions

Y. Itikawa
Research Information Center
Institute of Plasma Physics
Nagoya University

This program has started in April, 1981. As a joint research

project of data compilation and evaluation at the Research Information

Center, Institute of Plasma Physics, a small group of atomic physicists

has been organized. The carbon and oxygen ions have been chosen as

a first target because of its importance in fusion plasmas and

availability of a rather large number of data. This program is also

a part of the U.S.-Japan collaboration program of atomic data for

fusion.

The actual procedure of data evaluation has been taken as follows:

(1) Prepare a list of relevant literature

(2) Review the literature and fill the worksheet

(3) Select reliable set of data

(4) Compare graphically the selected data with each other

(5) Determine the recommended values and estimate their accuracy, if possible

The literature list was made based on the bibliography (IPPJ-AM-7)

compiled by Takayanagi and Iwai, supplemented by our own survey of recent

literature. Each member of the group is assigned to specific ions

(say, H-like) and reviews the relevant papers. To make it easy to

summarize the content of the papers, a common worksheet (Appendices A and

B) has been distributed to be filled by the evaluators.lt includes

a check list for the calculation or experiment. The Research Information

Center has developed a computer system (called AMDIS) for the storage,

retrieval and display of electron-ion collision data. The most of

the relevant data are already stored in the system. The system, therefore,
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can be fully utilized to make graphs for comparison of the data. In

some cases, an inquiry to the original author was made to get more

detailed information about his method of data production.

The first stage of data evaluation has been completed and

recommended cross sections have been determined for the processes

listed in the Appendix C. The results are planned to be compared

with those determined by the Oak Ridge Data Center. When a conclusion

will be reached, a set of recommended cross sections will be published

as a joint report of IPP/Nagoya and ORNL.

The next step of our plan is to extend the evaluation along

isoelectronic sequence. That is, the task of data evaluation has

started this year on all the ions of H-like through N-like sequences.

This program will be incorporated into the Coordinated Research

Program on Atomic Collision Data for Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion

Plasmas coordinated by IAEA.

(May 21, 1982)
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ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONS: EXCITATION-THEORETICAL IX

Date -Reviewer's-name;

Data set

Author(s)

Reference

O Title

Processes

Energy range

Excitation-energy_fexperimental.or .theoretical?}.

Method of calculation abbreviated form

additional explanation

i_JSfavefunclions_useiL

; Critical factors considered:
About the wavefunctions used

onfiguration_mixing

[ ] reproducibility of the relevant energy levels/oscillator strengths

_[ J .Coupling among the states _.

[ ] Electron-exchange effects

[ iResonance effects

i. i

I Accuracy estimated by the author (if any)
.. i

Comments
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Electron-ion collision cross section (data form)

Reference:

Author(s)

Data set;

Process:

Ion species

Laboratory_

Table

Title

Graph

Excitation f Transitionf Trar
1 Exci

Ionization
Excitation energy

Recombination_
Collision-energy range
Method of measurement:

_crossed beam
merging beam
pothers:

Ion source:

_absolute
normalization

Critical factors considered:

Beam purity

Collision volume accuracy

Space charge effect

Form factor

Background gas effect

Detector efficiency

Beam collection

Detector calibration

Anisotropy correction

Life-time correction

Cascade correction

Linearity on I , I.
•* e i

Comments:

Accuracy estimated by the author_

Accuracy estimated by the reviewer_

_radiation(light emission)
: wave length
_change of charge state
"others:
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Appendix 5

Data Compilation and Evaluation

on Atomic Collision and Structure Data in JAERI

1. Atomic Collision

1.1. Charge Transfer Cross Section: H , H + (Target)

(o10, a w , aQ_15 o 0 1, o_10, a_ n)

(a) Target: H2> N2> 0 ^ CO, C0r H20, C, CH4 etc (100%)

(b) Target: He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe (90%)

(c) Target: Alkali and Alkali-earth vapors (80%)

1.2. Charge Transfer Cross Section: He ion and atom + (Target)

Target: same as l.l.(a),(b) and (c) (60%)

1.3. Ionization Cross Section: H, He + H, H , He (100%)

1.4. Charge Transfer Cross Section: Cq , 0^ + H, H?

(U.S.-Japan joint research on A+M data for fusion)

Formulation of empirical formula for A.^ + H, H_

- A ( q' 1 ) + (90%)

1.5. Charge Transfer Cross Section: Aq + He (80%)

2. Atomic Structure (Energy levels and transition probabilities)

2.1. Ti-V - Ti-XXII (1980-1981)

wavelength tables and Grotorian diagrams (in press)

2.2. Ni, Mo data (1981-1982: compilation)

2.3. Computer programs

(a) wavelength tables: completed, also for input data of

Grotorian diagrams

(b) Grotorian diagrams: (1982-1983)

(expected preliminary diagram by Data Centre Network

Meeting of Nov.)

Above all compiled data are stored in JAERI-Computer FACOM M-200.
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An example of 1.1. (a) G r a p h N o . 6
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An example of 1.1. (b) 6 P 0 D h N 0 . 1 4

H+ + Ar - H ( 10 )
0
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An example of 1.4. No. 8
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Examples of 2.1.
T i XV ( O - S e q u e n c e ) I P - 7 5 9 7 0 0 0 c m ' (9 4 1 • 9 e V) vn

i ( A ) C o n ( i g u r a l i o n E n e r g y l e v e l ( c m 1 ) I n l ( / T y p e A ( s ') A c e R e f e r e n c e

I 4 H • 5 8 8

14 2 - 7 5 0

1 4 2 - 1 3 0

1 4 0 - 3 9 5

1 3 8 - 3 5 7

1 3 4 - 6 0 9

2 « 2 p s i P \ 3 9 2 9 2 7 1 2 2 8 5 5 0 0 4 - 5 2 - 2 8 - 2 + 9 C 1 4 *. 2 4. 3 8. 5 0. 5 3.

5 6 . 8 l \ 8 2 . 8 G . 9 I.

1 0 4 . 1 2 3 °

, 4 2 3 4 5 7 4 2 8 8 2 2 5 0 1 - 0 8 - 1 1 - 1 8 + 1 0 C 1 4 * . 2 4 . 3 8 . 5 0 . 5 3 .

5 6 . 8 l \ 8 2 . 8 6 . I 0 4 .

1 2 3 °

, 3 9 2 9 2 7 4 2 8 8 2 2 0 0 2 - 8 2 - 2 9 - 3 + 9 C 1 4 * . 2 4 . 3 8 . 5 0 . 5 3 .
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1 2 3 °
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1 2 3 °
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1 2 3 °
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1 2 3 °

1 8 9 - 6 2 ' 2 s * 2 p 4 ' s 0 2 » 2 p * *P* 2 1 5 5 2 1 7 4 2 8 8 2 4 • 3 - 3 2 • 7 + 8 D 8 6 *

1 3 1 - 1 4 6 2 « * 2 p 4 * S a 2 « 2 p $ *P| 2 1 5 5 2 1 9 7 8 0 3 0 60 6-5-2 8«4 + 9 C 14*. 2 4. 3 8. 50. 5 3.

56. 8 I*. 82. 86. 9 1.

10 4. 12 3°

165-690 2 « 2 P *
 S P j 1 0 8 7 2 0 7 1 2 2 8 5 3 - 5 - 3 8-5 + 8 D 8 6*. I 2 3C

5 03 1 2« 22p 4 *D, 2 t 2 p * l P \ 1 0 8 7 2 0 9 7 8 0 3 0 3 5 0 1 - 3 7 - 1 1 - 1 5 + 1 1 C 1 4 *. 2 4. 3 8. 5 0. 5 3.

S 6 . 8 l a . 8 2 . 8 6 . 1 0 4 .
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ELECTRON CAPTURE IN LOW ENERGY COLLISIONS OF MULTIPLY CHARGED IONS

WITH Li ATOMS

Institut fur Allgemeine Physik, Technische Universitat Wien

A-1040 Wien, Karlsplatz 13, Austria

Staff involved in the Research Programme (as per July 1, 1982)

H. Winter, F. Aumayr, A. Brazuk, G. Hertenberger, W. Vanek, P. Varga

Aim of Work

Electron capture from Li(2s) into multiply charged ions involves

practically only one "active" electron and therefore can be expected

to follow similar rules as electron capture from H(1s). Its investi-

gation is therefore of general interest for elucidation of per-

tinent physical processes.

Additionally, electron capture from Li into multiply charged ions

is of interest for several diagnostic schemes for magnetically

confined fusion plasmas. Specifically, we have proposed active neutral

Li beam probing of the Tokamak plasma edge to measure low-Z and

medium-Z ion densities for impurity transport studies /I/.

Experimental Methods

The investigations involve quantitative photon emission spectroscopy

(vuv, near-uv and visible spectral region). To account for the in-

fluence of long-lived excited (metastable) ion species in initial

and final collision products, we have developed several techniques

/2/, /3/, /4/, which are applied for the measurements. In the near

future a simple translational spectrometer will be incorporated into

the experimental setup. Total one-electron capture cross sections

are determined by means of the parallel plate condenser technique.
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Research Activities

At present, the primary interest is devoted to total and state-selective

one-electron capture from Li into low-Z ions. Respective cross section

data are compared with empirical calculations and available theory.
+ 2+First results on vuv emission in Ne /Ne collisions with Li(2s)

have been obtained /5/. The collision systems C g +/0 q + - Li (q = 1, 2, 3,-

ion impact energies between 0.5 and 5 keV/amu) are presently studied.

For the sane species with higher ion charges similar work is planned

in cooperation with KVT, University of Groningen, and FOM Institute

for Atomic and Molecular Physics (F.J. de Heer and coworkers). This

will involve the use of a novel multiply charged ion source of the

ECRIS type.

References

1 H. Winter, Comments on Atomic and Molecular Physics (1982, in print)

2 P. Varga and H. Winter, Phys. Rev. A J_8_, 2453 (1978)

3 A. Brazuk and H. Winter, J.Phys.BrAt.Mol.Phys. _1_5_ (1982, in print)

4 H. Winter, Rev. Sci. Instr. 5_3_ (1982, in print)

5 E. Rille and K. Winter, J.Phys.BrAt.Mol.Phys. 15 (1982, ace. f. publ.)
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Appendix 7

ION-ATOM AND ION-ION COLLISION PROCESSES
RELEVANT TO FUSION RESEARCH

Department of Pure and Applied Physics
The Queen's University of Belfast

1. STAFF INVOLVED IN ONE OR MORE ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAMME

H B Gilbody, J Geddes, K F Dunn, G C Angel, M B Shah and R W McCullough.

2. SUMMARY OF CURRENT WORK

Ion-atom and ion-ion collision processes directly relevant to supple-
mentary heating, particle escape and energy loss in magnetically confined
fusion plasmas are being studied experimentally at energies ranging from
*> 100 eV to 2500 keV. Collisions between positive ions relevant to
schemes to promote heavy-ion fusion are also being investigated.

The programme includes the following measurements.

(a) Charge transfer in collisions with hydrogen atoms

Cross sections for processes of the type

xq
+
 + H - x ^ " 1 ^ * H +

are being determined from measurements employing a tungsten tube
furnace to provide a target of highly dissociated hydrogen. At
velocities V > 1 a.u. the results obtained for different ionic

species can be described by simple scaling rules according to the
charge state q. Measurements are continuing at the lower
velocities where simple scaling rules do not apply.

Measurements based on energy loss spectroscopy are being used to
study processes of the type

H - ( X ^ " 1 ^ ) * + H+

involving electron capture into particular excited states. Cross
sections for capture into particular states n will be determined in
measurements within the range ^ 100 eV - 30 keV. Measurements with
targets other than atomic hydrogen are also being investigated.
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(b) Ionisation of hydrogen atoms

Cross sections for the ionisation process

H - xq+ + H+

are being determined with high precision using a new technique.
A beam of multiply charged ions is arranged to intersect a thermal
energy beam of highly dissociated hydrogen. The collision
products are selectively recorded by a coincidence counting in
conjunction with time-of-flight spectroscopy. Data obtained for
H , He2 and multiply charged ions of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen '

A

and lithium , is being extended to other species over a wide velocity
range and to measurements in Hg where data on the dissociation and
in non-dissociative channels are being separately determined.

(c) Ion-ion collisions

An intersecting beam technique is being used to determine cross
sections for processes of the type

H+ + X+ + H + X 2 + charge transfer

H+ + X+ ->• H+ + X 2 + + e ionisation.

2+ 2+

Cross sections a(X ) for the production of X ions are being
determined in the c m . range 40 - 500 keV. In some cases it is
possible to use a coincidence technique to obtain a separate measure-ment of the charge transfer cross section. Measurements will be
extended to procei
particle heating.

2+extended to processes involving He ions which are relevant to alpha

Studies are also being carried out of the processes

X+ + X+ + X + X 2 + charge transfer

X+ + X+ + X+ + X 2 + + e ionisation

involving species of relevance to heavy ion fusion.

Our measurements are summarised in a recent review . A recent re-
measurement of Cs+ - Cs+ collisions shows the importance of large
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angle scattering in the interpretation of experiments involving
collisions between heavy ions .

(d) Processes relevant to alpha particle diagnostics

Cross sections for the two-electron capture process

He^ + Li + He + Li^

o

has recently been determined in the range 5 - 500 keV. The
efficiency of neutral Li beam production by the process

Li" + X * Li + X(l) + e

Q

has also been determined for a variety of targets within the
range 100 - 2500 keV.

(e) Processes relevant to neutral H beam diagnostics

Cross sections for the emission of H radiation in the passage of
+ + + ^

H, H , hL and H- through H« are being determined in the range 1 - 1 0 0

keV from studies of the 3s - 2p, 3p - 2s, 3d - 2p decay modes following
collisional excitation. The separate contributions from the
projectile and target have been determined in a recent series of
measurements .

Total cross sections for collisional destruction of fast Hp» \\t and
Hg are also being determined.

PUBLICATIONS

1. Charge transfer and ionisation in collisions with hydrogen atoms.
H B Gilbody, Physica Scripta 24, 712-24, 1981.

2. Experimental study of the ionisation of atomic hydrogen by fast H+ and
He 2 + ions. M B Shah and H B Gilbody, J Phys B J_4, 2361-77, 1981.

3. Experimental study of the ionisation of atomic hydrogen by fast multiply
charged ions of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. M B Shah and H B Gilbody,
J Phys B Tj4, 2831-41, 1981.

4. Experimental study of the ionisation of atomic hydrogen by fast lithium
ions. M B Shah and H B Gilbody, J Phys B 15, 413-21, 1982.



5. Ionisation of H2 by fast protons and multiply charged ions of He, Li,
C, N and 0. M B Shah and H B Gilbody, J Phys B - in course of
publication.

6. Collisions between positive ions. H B Gilbody. Invited papers 12th
ICPEAC, pp 223-34, North Holland, 1982.

7. Collisions between Cs ions - a further experimental study. P A Neill,
G A Angel, K F Dunn and H B Gilbody. J Phys B - submitted for
publication.

8. Electron capture by He + and He+ ions in lithium vapour. R W McCullough
T V Goffe, M B Shah, M Lennon and H B Gilbody. J Phys B, J£, 111-7, 1982.

9. Electron loss by fast Li" ions. R W McCullough, M B Shah, M Lennon and
H B Gilbody. J Phys B ]_5, 791-5, 1982.

10. Balmer alpha emission in collisions of H, H+, H« and \it with H,,.
I D Williams, J Geddes and H B Gilbody. J Phys B 15, 1377-89, 1982.
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L82-2293O Appendix 8
Translated from Russian — — — —

PROGRESS REPORT ON IAEA RESEARCH CONTRACT 2936/RB

Contract No.: 2936/RB

Title of project; Collision Research in the eV-keV Region (Part of a

Co-ordinated Programme on Atomic Collision Data for

Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion Plasmas)

Institution where the research is carried out: I.V. Kurchatov Institute of

Atomic Energy

Chief Scientific Investigator: Professor N.N. Semasko, Doctor of Physico-

Mathematical Sciences

Collaborators; V.A. Belyaev, Candidate of Physico-Mathematical Sciences,

M.M. Dubrovin, Scientific Officer, and A.N. Khlopkin

Scientific Officer

Period covered: Nine months from 1 November 1981

In accordance with the plan of work for the first year of a research con-

tract with the IAEA, starting from 1 November 1981, a number of activities were

carried out in the ATOS device [l] to improve the measurement accuracy in

determining the effective charge-exchange cross-sections in collisions of

hydrogen atoms with multi-charge impurity ions in tokamaks with an energy ranging

from a few eV to a few keV per nucleon.

As was shown in Ref. [2], to determine the cross-section, we have to know

the values of the parameters entering into the expression

'> • ' ~r -- --

Here i , i^ and i are the beam intensities of atoms, ions and newly formed

particles (current created by the newly formed particles) in particles per second,
2

s is the cross-section of the atom beam (fully enclosing the ion beam) in cm ,

L the length of the beam interaction region in cm, v (E ) and v (E^) are the



velocities (energies) of atoms and xons in cm/s (eV/nucleon), v(T) is the

relative velocity (collision energy) of atoms and ions in cm/s (eV/nucleon).

The error in the value of the cross-section measured is associated with

the uncertainty of all the quantities contained in the expression given above:

&5 j/P , &i: tie zS . &<L ;mt£, : ̂ i> /.^T (2)

Analysis shows that the most substantial contribution to Ao/a is made by

two terms in this expression: the first and the last.

In order to evaluate the last term, we will consider that the collision

energies lie in the range [2]:

where <t> is the largest possible angle of intersection between the trajectories

in the combined beams (<t> << 1). Taking the following as the average value

we can re-write the last term in expression (2) in the form

4 AL =4,M A

Thus the minimum collision energy attainable under the conditions of a specific
2

experiment is equal, in the case of strictly monoenergetic beams, to T . = <t> E/2

(here E = E * E?) and has a 100% uncertainty, contributing thereby 50% to the

error in a.

In the ATOS device the value of T is varied in each measurement cycle by

slowing down the ions at the entry to the collision chamber; this reduces E«

while E, remains unchanged. The minimum values of T are obtained when the

slowing-down is minimum but not zero, since in order to cut off the background

current of protons originating from hydrogen atom stripping in the residual gas

outside the collision chamber, a slowing-down potential is always applied to the

latter. The resulting debunching of the ion beam prevents the angle $ being

reduced below * l°(0.02).
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Hence, to obtain T . = 1 eV/nucleon the energy E of particles in the
m m „

beam should not exceed 5 x 10 eV/nucleon. The energy E has naturally to be

made still smaller in order to reduce AT and Aa.

The above considerations relate to the case of strictly monoenergetic

beams. The presence of the energy spreads AE and AE_ leads to an increase

in AT and Aa so that the greatest contribution to the error Aa/a will be made,

in our case, by the term _L J/-SEJ
<£ / T"

degree of energy spread of the beams in the ATOS device: AE = - 0.5%,

AE« = - 2% [3]. Here, too, it is more advantageous to perform measurements at

lower values of E.

The reductions necessary (from the above considerations) in the beam

particle energy can be made either by slowing down the multi-charge ions at

the collision chamber input and protons at the neutralization chamber input or

by reducing the beam particle energy during shaping of the beam by the ion

source lens systems. In either case the decrease in particle energy can lead

to a fall in the intensity of the interacting beams and consequently to a drop

in the newly found particle current. As a result, there will be an increase

in the measurement time, influencing the value of the first term in

expression (2). Let us consider this problem in more detail.

It follows from expression (1) that the reduction in E, and E» at the given

values of the remaining terms in the expression also contributes to an increase

in current i , thereby reducing the measurement time required to obtain the

given measurement error Ai /i . In order to evaluate the expected value of this

error, let us consider that when we record i , we also record at the same time
P

the background proton current i, formed as a result of hydrogen atom stripping

in the residual gas in the collision chamber. The value i is determined as

the difference between the two measurements: i = I - i, , where I = i + i, is
p b p b

the whole current recorded by the detector. (For measurement of i, the ion beam

is switched on.) Under the conditions of measurement in the ATOS device

expression (1) can be written in the form

and the background current will equal (see Ref. [l])



where n is the residual gas density in the region of the collision chamber,

a the hydrogen atom stripping cross-section in the residual gas. (In these

expressions i and i. are given in amperes, while i and i are given in

particles/s.) Since i, » i , Ai = AI + AI « 2Ai, . Hence
b p p b b

with the strongest dependence on the multi-charge ion current i« and energy E.

(P is the residual gas pressure in mmHg and t is the measurement time in

seconds.)

By improving the ATOS ion-optic channel of the multi-charge ion beam and

the ion-source lens system and redesigning the ion-optic system for slowing down

protons at the neutralization chamber input, we produced in the collision chamber

stable currents of multi-charge ions sufficient for systematic measurements of

o (see Table 1). The equivalent hydrogen atom current for E. = 400 eV passing
_7 l

through the collision chamber is 5 x 10 A. The value of 400 eV/nucleon was

chosen as optimal for E « E« (where this is allowed by the ratio of masses of

the colliding particles) on the basis of measurements for T * 1 eV/nucleon.

Hydrogen atoms with an energy of 400 eV were obtained by neutralizing the

5-keV protons after they had been slowed down at the neutralization chamber

input, while multi-charge ions were obtained by slowing down at the collision

chamber input. Considering that AE./E. = - 0.005 and AE2/E- = - 0.02, we find

that the contribution of the terms depending on particle energy (the last three

terms in expression (2)) to Aa/a at T = 1 eV/nucleon is about - 30%. (If T is

increased to 10 eV/nucleon, the error drops to - 107».)

-17 2
Substituting into the expression for Ai /i the values a * 2 x 10 cm

,7o Q P P 7 O „

and a » 1 x 10 cm [4], P * 2 x 10 mmHg, i * 5 x 10 , ±2 « 2 x 10 , we

obtain for T = 1 eV/nucleon and the measurement time 2 t = 2000 s the value of

-10%. (For T = 10 eV/nucleon we shall accordingly have about 3%.)

Thus the maximum error Aa/a in the forthcoming measurements for T = 1 eV/

nucleon is expected to be about - 40%, decreasing approximately in inverse pro-

portion to the square of the collision energy T.

The remaining three months of the first year of the contract will be devoted

to improving the system of determining the absolute intensity of the particle

beams passing through the collision chamber so as to minimize the possibility
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of systematic errors resulting from the need to compare the coefficients of

secondary electron emission from the protons and hydrogen atoms when their

energy and the degree of purity of the detector plate surface vary.

CONCLUSIONS

In view of the improvements made in the ion—optic and the recording systems

of the ATOS device during the first nine months of IAEA Research Contract 2936/RB,

and on the basis of analysis of the preliminary experimental results and the

possible sources of measurement error, we can affirm that in the forthcoming

measurements of charge—exchange cross—sections during collisions by hydrogen atoms

with the multi-charge ions of the impurity elements in tokamaks, the maximum

error of these measurements, for a collision energy of 1 eV/nucleon will be about

- 407o, decreasing approximately in inverse proportion to the square of the

collision energy.
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Table 1. Multi-charge ion current in microamperes in the ATOS collision
chamber for different elements and ion charges
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INFLUENCE OF CHARGE EXCHANGE AND FAST IONS ON IMPURITY
RADIATION IN A HOT PLASMA

V.A. Abramov, V.G. Gontis and V.S. Lisitsa
I.V. Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy

Moscow, 1982

Currently almost all work on calculating the radiation losses of a thermo-

nuclear plasma in the presence of impurities (see, for example, Refs [1-3])

takes into account only the excitation of multiply charged impurity ions by

electrons (below we shall consider only line-radiation losses); the contri-

bution of heavy particles (e.g. protons) to establishment of an ionization

balance and to ion excitation is tacitly assumed to be small. This is in fact

valid for ionization processes involving multiply charged ions and for the

excitation of transitions in which the principal quantum number changes

(An 4 0). Where transitions with An = 0 are concerned, the situation may be

just the reverse. In fact, if the values given in Ref. [4] of the cross-

sections for excitation by electrons and protons in the case of the Li—like

iron ion (Fe XXIV) are used, it is easily seen that the quantities K = <vc >

and K. = <va.> are equal at a temperature T = T = T. •= 2 keV. As the tempera-

ture is increased, K. continues to grow (while K falls), and at T = 10 keV

K. exceeds K by almost an order of magnitude. Under coronal balance conditions

this increase in the rate of ion excitation by heavy particles is compensated

to some extent by a reduction, as T increases, in the proportion of complex

ions having transitions with An = 0 (ion "burn-up"). We shall show, however,

that even under conditions where the standard coronal model is applicable

allowance for excitation of iron ions by protons leads to a 3O7« increase in

radiation losses in the region T = T. = 2 keV. These effects are even more

distinct in the case of heavier elements (Mo, W ) , for which the "burn-up" of

complex ions takes place at higher temperatures; a temperature range in which

the effect of excitation by protons can appear therefore exists in a thermo-

nuclear plasma.

The role of excitation by protons (deuterons) shows up particularly

clearly when the ionization balance of the impurities deviates from a coronal

balance. The reasons for such a deviation in a tokamak plasma may be diffu-

sion of the impurities or charge exchange between the impurities and atoms of

neutral hydrogen (either residual or introduced into the plasma for supple-

mentary heating) [5]. The radiation losses of a plasma under non-equilibrium
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conditions are conveniently characterized by the power of radiation Q(T,T + AT)

(in terms of one electron and one impurity ion) calculated for the ionization

balance existing at a temperature T and for excitation rates K and K. at a

temperature T + AT. Figure 1 shows the relative increase R = Q(T,T + AT)/

Q(T ->• AT,o) in the radiation losses of a plasma with an iron impurity as a

function of T for different degrees of non—equilibrium (magnitude of the para-

meter AT/T). Figure 2 shows the contribution of excitation by protons, which

is seen to be dominant. Figure 3 shows the contribution of excitation by

protons at different concentrations of neutral atoms. Note that the given

situation may occur in almost pure form in the case of sufficiently fast

adiabatic compression of the plasma, in which there is no change in the distri-

bution by degrees of ionization for Li-, Be- and B-like ions of the elements

with Z > 20 within the particle temperature rise time.

In connection with the use of beams of fast neutral particles for plasma

heating a great deal of attention has been paid in recent years to the study

of non-equilibrium states due to charge exchange between impurities and atomic

hydrogen [5-7]. It has been shown that the radiation losses may increase

sharply under these conditions, but only if excitation by electrons is taken

into account. Taking the excitation by protons into account must substantially

enhance this effect. For this reason we calculated the radiation losses for

a plasma containing nickel as an impurity (the effect will obviously be similar

for all elements of the iron group), taking into account the shift in ioni-

zation balance due to charge exchange and excitation of transitions with An = 0

by protons. It was assumed that the parameter j ~ — °—was equal to 10
n

(n being the hydrogen atom density and n the electron density). The cross-

sections for excitation by protons were taken in the form proposed in Ref. [4].

The calculations indicate that for T = T. = 10 keV, for instance, the radiation
e l

losses are increased by a factor of about 24. If only electron excitation is

taken into account, the losses due to the change in ionization balance increase

by only a factor of 3.5, i.e. the contribution of excitation by protons is

about six times higher than that of excitation by electrons.

The excitation of impurities by heavy particles can also affect the energy

losses of fast heavy particles in the plasma, formed by the beam used for plasma

heating. In order to assess the importance of these effects let us compare the

rate of energy loss -j— by a fast particle of mass M and energy e in a plasma with
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a temperature T = T = T. through Coulomb collisions (*r~) and through

impurity excitation ("T") with a given (e.g. average) charge Z and a concen-
tration c_, = n,,/n . The ratio y of the two quantities under the conditions

Z Z e m
typical of beam heating (— — ) « 1, — » 1) is easily found by means of the

, -de,Coul . . _ , ro1expressions for \-r~) given m Rer. L°J:

where f is the oscillator strength of a transition with An = 0 for an ion with

charge Z.

The quantity y for conditions typical of a thermonuclear reactor
_3

(T = T. - 10-20 keV, n_/n £ 10 ) is usually large when excitation by

deuterons and a-particles is taken into account. It is clear, however, that y

falls sharply as the fast-particle velocity decreases, and therefore the ion

excitation effect may be stronger when the total energy losses of a fast

particle in the plasma are calculated, i.e. it is possible for the profile of

power input into the plasma, which is currently calculated without taking the

influence of impurity ion excitation into account, to change. In addition,

the parameter y may be close to unity for some contemporary devices in which

neutral injection is used for supplementary plasma heating. For instance, in
13 -3

the plasma of the T-ll tokamak (T ~ T. - 0.5 keV, n = 3-5 x 10 cm ) the
e l e ,

typical impurity ions are Mo XXV (f ~ 1.5) with a concentration c, = 3 x 10
nn L

At an atom energy e = 20 keV a considerable proportion of the power input may

be wasted on impurity excitation. This effect may also increase because of

light impurities in the case of an abrupt shift in their ionization balance

resulting from charge exchange with the atoms in the beam.

Thus the foregoing discussion shows that it is now necessary to know the

cross-sections for processes of heavy-particle excitation of transitions with

An = 0. The calculations performed for the present work are based on the cross-

section values given in Ref. [4], The authors are not aware so far of any

experimental data on the cross-sections for such processes. A comparison of

the data from Ref. [4] with the results of calculations of the cross—sections

based on the model used in Ref. [9] shows that there is a considerable dis-

crepancy in the calculation data (up to one order of magnitude). The authors'



calculations of the cross-sections on the basis of the linear trajectory model

without the dipole approximation (which was used xn Ref. [4]) leads to the

following expression for excitation by protons of the transition 2s-2p in a

Li-like ion:

where

2
R = •=—, to is the frequency of the transition 2s-2p, and v is the proton
O Lt

velocity. Calculations for specific ions following Eq. (2) give cross-

section values lying between the results of Refs [4] and [9], although some-

what closer to those of Ref. [9]. At high energies, however, the accuracy

of the linear trajectory model is open to doubt. Hence only the performance

in the immediate future of experiments to determine cross-sections for excita-

tion by heavy particles of transitions with An = 0 can provide reliable infor-

mation and thereby make it possible to establish the importance of the effects

discussed above.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of R.

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the contribution of excitation by protons.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the contribution of excitation by protons,

taking charge exchange into account

T 6 ; 2 - > 3.10"?( I - jr = ^L = ICT6 ; 2 - > 3.10"?

3 - J - ICT5 ; 4 - £ « 3,I0~5 ; 5 - J - I0"4 )
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Appendix 10

Atomic Processes Relevant to Fusion Research

Mathematics Department
Royal Holloway College
(University of London)

1. Staff involved

M.R.C. McDowell, M. Zarcone, S. Nuzzo, M. Gargaud.

2. Current work

a) Evaluation and preparation of electron impact excitation cross section
data for atomic hydrogen and helium. A report (1) on data on atomic
hydrogen has been produced (in collaboration with Prof. J. Callaway,
Luisiana State University). The work on helium is being carried out in
collaboration with Dr. A.E. Kingston and others at the Queen's
University, Belfast.

b) Classical trajectory Monte-Carlo calculations of electron loss by
H atoms colliding with positive ions.

The CTMC models developed by Olson have been generalized to allow the
use of model potentials for the ionic electrons. Calculations are in
progress for H - Li+, H - Ar+, H - Ar"1"*" initially. This work is
in collaboration with Dr. G. Peach (University College, London). The
model potentials are obtained by fits to the observed spectrum, of the
form

V(r) = - -g- - -?- (1 + <Tir + <£>r
 2) e" *r - ^ f 4WZ (£ r)

where*a is the static dipole polarizability, W2(X) is a cut-off
function, and £~i, £"2, and ft are fitting parameters.

3. Future work

It is intended to undertake detailed close-coupling plus correlation
calculations of electron impact excitation of neutral and once ionized
carbon and oxygen, starting in October 1982.

REFERENCE

1. J. Callaway and M.R.C. McDowell "What we know and do not know about
excitation of atomic hydrogen", submitted in Comm. Atom. Mol. Phys. 1982.
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Appendix 11

"Theoretical Study of Charge Exchange, Ionization and

Electron Loss-Processes, relevant to Controlled Thermonuclear Research"

R.K. Janev
Institute of Physics, Belgrade, Yugoslavia

1. Capture into excited states hydrogen collisions with highly charged ions

Partial cross sections 0"̂  and P^n for electron capture into
specific final principal shells (n) or specific final states (n<£) in low
energy (E ̂r 25 keV/amu) collisions of hydrogen atoms with completely
stripped ions have been calculated using the multichannel Landau-Zener
model, which takes rotational transitions into account. The energy range
considered was: 10~2-102 keV/amu. The following completely stripped
ions were included in the calculations: Z « 5-10, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20, 22,
24, 26, 29, 30, 36, 40, 42, 54 and 74.

Publications:

1. R.K. Janev, D.S. Belie.
Final state distributions in the low-energy electron capture reactions
of hydrogen atoms with fully stripped ions.
Phys. Rev. A. (1982, submitted)

2. D.S. Belie, B.H. Bransden, R.K. Janev.
Total and partial cross sections for electron capture in collisions of
hydrogen atoms with completely stripped ions.
Phys. Rev. A (1982, submitted)

3. R.K. Janev.
Excited states created in charge transfer collisions between atoms and
highly charged ions.
Physica Scripta (1982, to be published)

2. Ion - Ion collision processes

Charge transfer processes in the low energy ion-ion collisions have
been investigated in order to identify their role as a competitive
"excitation" and/or "ionization" mechanisms with regard to the
corresponding electron-impact processes. Specifically, the resonant
two-electron capture and the quasi-resonant one-electron capture were
considered.

1. Publications:

R.K. Janev, D.S. Belie.
Double resonant charge exchange in ion-ion collisions.
Phys. Lett. 89A 190 (1982)



2. R.K. Janev, D.S. Belie.
Quasi-resonant charge exchange collisions between multiply charged ions
J.Phys. B (1982, in press)

3. Rotational transitions in close ion-atom collisions

The problem of rotationally induced transitions in close ion-atom
collisions is treated within the united-atom approximation. The
three-state problem (IT̂ IT, £ transitions) is studied in more details.
Trajectory effects (Coulombic or straight-line) has been investigated by
using the example of 3d&'-*' 3dff , 3d̂ " transitions, contributing to the
Li3"*" + H Li2* + HT1* charge-exchange reaction. Transition
probabilities as a functions of impact parameter (and center-of-mass
scattering angle) has been calculated as well as the corresponding cross
sections.

Publication:

T.P. Grozdanov and E.A. Solov'ev
Rotationally induced transitions in close encounters of one-electron
collisional systems. The three-state problem.
J.Phys. B (Submitted)

4. Cross section data evaluation

The exciting theoretical cross section data for charge exchange in
collisions of hydrogen atoms with multiply charged ions (those which are of
direct relevance to magnetic fusion research) have been evaluated. The
energy range analyzed was 10 eV to 1 MeV/amu. General criteria for the
evaluation of the theoretical data, produced by the methods so far
developed, are established. Recommended theoretical charge exchange cross
sections for all the considered collision partners are collected.

Publication:

R.K. Janev, P.H. Bransden.
Charge exchange between highly charged ions and atomic hydrogen:
A. critical review of theoretical data.
To be published by the IAEA-NDS.
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES ON ATOMIC DATA FOR FUSION
AT ORNL, PHYSICS DIVISION

D. H. Crandall, R. A. Phaneuf, F. W. Meyer, D. C. Gregory,
P. M. Griffin, C. F. Barnett, J. W. Hale, H. J. Kim,

C. Bottcher, and consultants specified in this abstract

We have a wide variety of activities in basic experimental and theo-
retical studies of atomic collisions and in compilation and evaluation of
atomic data — all directed at specific fusion interests.

The Controlled Fusion Atomic Data Center is specifically collaborating
with IPP-Nagoya, Japan, data center to provide recommended cross sections
and rates for excitation of An=0 and An=l transitions of all ions of C and
0. This work is nearly complete and will be part of the present IAEA coor-
dinated research program. This is only part of our longer term effort to
update and extend the "Redbook," ORNL-5206 and -5207,1 which tabulate
recommended data for fusion. The principle data missing from the Redbooks
is the impurity collisions data which will be included for at least primary
impurity species in the new compilations.

Experimental research concentrates on collisions of milticharged ions
with atomic hydrogen and with electrons. Experiments on hydrogen employ
either a dissociation oven-gas cell type target or neutral beams of H
formed by electron capture from H+ or by detachment from H~. These H
sources are used in conjunction with various sources of multicharged ions —
laser ion source,2 ORNL-PIG,3 an E-N Tandem,** and a planned ECR-type
source. Experiments on total electron capture have spanned collision
energies from MeV*1 to 10's of eV5 and are in preparation for energies down
to 1 eV. Additional experiments on total electron removal6 from H and on
electron capture to specific final states7 are pursued.

Electron-multicharged-ion experiments are pursued at ORNL with crossed
beams in collaboration with G. H. Dunn and coworkers of the Joint Institute
of Laboratory Astrophysics (JILA). Electron impact excitation experiments
have demonstrated good agreement with theory in particular cases8'9 but
electron impact ionization experiments have demonstrated dramatic effects
due to indirect processes9'10 (e.g., inner electron excitation followed by
autoionization) which are not well predicted by theory. Experiments on
electron impact excitation employing new techniques are in planning at JILA
and the electron impact ionization experiments are being extended to higher
charge states and new species. Another group at ORNL is pursuing experi-
ments on dielectronic recombination employing merged beams and the E-N
Tandem.
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Nearly all of the present experiments with electrons or H atoms are
pursued with the specific intent of testing theoretical predictions. We
carry out theoretical studies at ORNL and we interact with a number of
theoretical activities at other institutions. A program to develop tech-
niques for including indirect effects in electron impact ionization predic-
tions is in progress11 in cooperation with M. S. Pindzola of Auburn
University and D. C. Griffin of Rollins College. This activity requires
calculation of numerous excitation transitions and will have to include
recombination resonances12 so that connections are strong with studies of
direct excitation and dielectronic recombination. Electron capture calcu-
lations (on which ORNL has collaborated with Heil, Dalgarno, and Bienstock)
are directed at low energies13 where scaling rules and simple predictions
fail. New approaches to the problem of electron capture have also been
developed. ***

In addition to these specific activities studying atomic collisions of
fusion interest we have direct identification with a group of physicists
whose program is development of new diagnostic techniques — presently con-
centrating on applications of far infrared (FIR) laser systems but also
with extensive experience on development of neutral particle analyzers. We
also maintain direct interaction with spectroscopic plasma diagnostics and
with plasma modelling studies in the Fusion Energy Divison at ORNL.

These references are cited as samples of the work at ORNL, but do not
comprise a complete list.

1. C. F. Barnett, J. A. Ray, E. Ricci, M. I. Wilker, E. W. McDaniel, E. W.
Thomas, and H. B. Gilbody, Atomic Data for Controlled Fusion Research,
ORNL-5206, ORNL-5207, and 0RNL-5207R1 (1979).

2. R. A. Phaneuf, Phys. Rev. A _24, 1138 (1981).

3. D. H. Crandall, R. A. Phaneuf, and F. W. Meyer, Phys. Rev. A JL9_, 504
(1979) and Phys. Rev. A _22, 379 (1980).

4. F. W. Meyer, R. A. Phaneuf, H. J. Kim, P. Hvelplund, and P. H. Stelson,
Phys. Rev. A _19, 515 (1979).

5. R. A. Phaneuf, I. Alvarez, F. W. Meyer, and D. H. Crandall,
"Electron-Capture in Low-Energy Collisions of Ci+ and 03+ with H and
H2," accepted for Phys. Rev. A (1982).

6. H. J. Kim and F. W. Meyer, Phys. Rev. Lett. _44, 1047 (1980) and addi-
tional work submitted to Phys. Rev. A.

7. F, W. Meyer and P. M. Griffin, "Electron Capture and Direct Excitation
of c3+(2p) in Collisions with He, H2, and Xe," completed work in pre-
paration for publication (1982).
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8. D. C. Gregory, G. H. Dunn, R. A. Phaneuf, and D. H. Crandall, Phys.
Rev. A_20, 410 (1979).

9. D. H. Crandall, Reviews on Electron-Ion Collisions in: Phys. Scripta
23, 153 (1981); p. 595 in the Invited Papers of XII ICPEAC, ed. by
S. Datz (North-Holland, 1982); in the "Physics of Ion-Ion and
Electron-Ion Collisions," ed. by F. Brouillard and J. W. McGowan
(Plenum, 1982); and ORNL/TM-8453, August 1982, and to be in "Atomic
Physics of Highly Ionized Atoms," ed. by R. Marrus and J. P. Briand
(Plenum, 1983).

10. R. A. Falk, G. H. Dunn, D. C. Griffin, C. Bottcher, D. C. Gregory,
D. H. Crandall, and M. S. Pindzola, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47, 494 (1981).

11. D. C. Griffin, C. Bottcher, and M. S. Pindzola, Phys. Rev. A _25_, 1374
(1982) and Phys. Rev. A 2J5, 154 (1982).

12. This work is a sample illustrating importance of recombination reso-
nances in electron impact ionization, but the work was not a part of
the ORNL program: K. J. LaGattuta and Y. Hahn, Phys. Rev. A 24, 273
(1981). ~~

13. S. Bienstock, T. G. Heil, C. Bottcher, A. Dalgarno, Phys. Rev. A 25,
2850 (1982). Also, see C. Bottcher and T. G. Heil, Chem. Phys. Lett.
J56, 506 (1982).

14. C. Bottcher, Phys. Sev. Lett. 48, 85 (1982).
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ELECTRON-ION AND ION-ATOM COLLISIONS

RELEVANT TO FUSION AT

GIESSEN UNIVERSITY

E. S a l z b o r n

Institut fur Kernphysik, Universitat Giessen,

D-6300 Giessen

Current work includes the following experiments:

1) Electron impact ionization of multiply charged ions

In a recent series of measurements cross sections

a , with k2t1 for single and multiple ionization of Xe^+

q,q+K

ions (q=1,.../5) by electron impact have been measured in

a crossed-beams experiment. Although the data are not yet

fully evaluated interesting results are being observed.

Very important, for an example,is the finding that multiple

ionization cross sections may be unexpectedly large, e.g.
-17 2

a. , reaches values up to 5-10 cm . The ratio of cross

sections o. -,/a<i T taken at electron energies E > 400 eV,

approaches the value 0.3. As a consequence, multiple

ionization processes should not be neglected in plasma

modelling codes/particularly for heavy ions.

2) Transfer-ionization in keV-collisions between multiply

charged ions and atoms

A crossed-beam coincidence time-of-flight technique

has been used to measure the charge-state distribution

of recoil ions created by multiply charged projectile

ions which capture one or two electrons in single collisions

at keV energies. 1 / 2' 3 )



The results of the investigation show the importance

.of transfer ionization as a contribution to charge-transfer

processes: electron capture events were found to cause

large shifts in the recoil charge-state distribution toward

higher charge states. The dependence of this phenomenon

on the charge state of the projectile and the number of

transferred electrons was investigated. An overall corre-

lation of the recoil-ion charge states is found with the

maximum internal electronic excitation energy available

in the collision system. In general, a dependence of the

recoil spectra on the projectile kinetic energy has not

been observed.

The results of our experiments have several implications.

One is that the comparison between theoretical electron cap-

ture cross sections and non-coincidence measurements is

meaningless if transfer ionization, which theory, in general,

does not take into account, gives major contributions to the

charge-transfer process. Another implication is that the

charge distribution in hot plasmas can be affected since the

total ionic and electronic charges are increased by transfer-

ionization processes in ion-atom collisions.

1) W.Groh, A.Muller, C.Achenbach, A.S.Schlachter, and E.Salzborn,

Phys. Lett. £5A, 77 (1981)

2) W.Groh, A.S.Schlachter, A.Muller, and E.Salzborn,

J. Phys. B: At.Mol.Phys. JJ5, L207 (1982)

3) E.Salzborn, W.Groh, A.Muller and A.S.Schlachter,

Proc. of the Symposium on Production and Physics of Highly

Charged Ions, Stockholm (June 1-5, 1982), to be published

in Physica Scripta.
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Appendis: 14

Experimental investigations of collisions between

Multiply charged ions and atoms

Institute of Physics
University of Aarhus
Dk 8000 Aarhus C

1. The following persons have contributed to our research

programme: L.H.Andersen, S.Bj0rnelund, H.Damsgaard,

M.Frost, F.Fukusawa, H.K.Haugen, P.Hvelplund, H.Knudsen,

and E:Sams0e.

2. Summary of current work

(a) Electron capture in collisions with H and He

Electron capture has been measured at velocities v £ v
o

for charge states from 2 to 25. Scaling rules are deve-

loped on the basis of the Bohr-Lindhard theory. In the

near future, more work on atomic hydrogen will be under-

taken .

(b) Capture into specific n,l states

The formation of excited states resulting from electron

capture by A u g + (q from 12 to 18, v =2.v0) colliding

with Hj , has been measured by means of optical methods.

Reasonable agreement with CTMC and UDWA calculations is

obtained.

(c) Ionization in collisions with He

Single and double ionization cross sections have been

measured for a large number of ions at different energies

and charge states by a time-of-flight technique. Good

agreement is found with the dipole close-coupling theory of

Janev.

(d) Studies of target ionization and electron capture have

been carried out through measurements of charge analyzed

projectiles and target ions in coincidence for Au^ pro-

jectiles at 100-keV/amu (q = 5-21) colliding with a helium

target. Partial cross sections where the charge state of

both Collision partners is specified both before and after

the collisions are found.Single electron capture

accompanied by ejection of a second
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electron is found to be of significant importance

with a cross section as large as 10~ cm2 .

(e) In order to investigate the process

Au q + + He-*AU(S-1)++ He+++ e

in further detail, we have just started electron spec-

troscopy measurements.

Electron spectra showing pronounced peaks indicate

that double capture to autoionizing states plays a sig-

nificant role in the process of double ionization.

Review articles

1. Electron capture and target ionization by medium and high-

velocity multiply charged ions. H.Knudsen, Invited paper,

12th ICPEAC, p.657, North-Holland 1982

2. Experimental investigations of electron capture by highly

charged ions of medium velocities. H.Knudsen, P.Hvelplund,

L.H.Andersen, S.Bj0rnelund, M.Frost, H.K.Haugen, and E.

Sams0e, Physica Scripta (to be published)
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Appendix 15

PROGRESS REPORT Presented at

the CRP Meeting - IAEA Vienna June 1982.

S. BLOWN
DRFC - SIG

Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
85 X - 380U Grenoble I'France)

The main results on the study of collisionnal processes such
as ion atom, ion molecule interaction are related.

To total single electron-capture by highly charged ions from different
gaseous targets (D2, He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe) at energies from 0.7 to 5 keV/AMU;
experimental scaling tendancy is deduced ; the experimental values for
charge exchange on H seem to fit fearly well with it.

And to spectroscopic observation of the transitions in the radiative
decay following single electron capture from Dp :

Xq
+
 + D , , — ^ X

( q " 1 ) + (n.l) + D !

\
X ( q ~ 1 ) +

+ hit

where X is C, N, 0, Ne.

l)Total single electron capture cross sections.
In the energy range 0.7 5 keV/AMU a great number of collisionnal

pairs have been studied. The following ions C q + (2^q£ 6), N q + (2^q^7)
0 q + (24q^8) Ar q+ (2^q^l6) have been collided with D2 : at a given
charge q, q, q-1 is quasi energy indep~endant. For q^4, C q s q-1 seems
to be satisfactorily described by

, q-l-(4.00 * 0.7) x 10 - 1 2 X ^

where q is the incident ion charge. I.P (eV) is the target ionization poten-
tial (in eV). Thus for H , this would give

Y 15.45^:

L13.6 J
useful for the purpose of prediction.

6"(H,)



2) Radiation following capture by completely stripped ionsjutilizing a simple
flowing gas proportionnal counter, it has been possible to measure the X ray
emission cross section for Lyman lines and Balmer lines. Within the energy range
of the detector (E^lOO eV), the emission cross section of Lyman o(,is

1.7 10~15cm2 for C 5 +

1.6 10"15cm2 for N 6+

1.8 10"15cm2 for 0 7 + ; and 1.8 10'15cm2 for the Balmer«6 line of 0 7 +,
emissions. These values quasi energy independant amount to 25-30% of the total
single electron capture cross section. In the case of Ne the bahaviour is diffe-
rent since the main radiated lines are : Lyman^o and Balmer^i with values of
the emission cross sections

Lyman = 2.7 x 10"15cm2

Balmer = 8 x 10'16cm2

This departure is also observed when Ne collides He, where the ratio of

i vman t0 ^ X Balmer is ̂ "5* Tnese resu1ts a rs now under treatment to
deduce the n = 2 level population cross section. From these, with the scaling
tendancy the cross section of interest in the case of H is probably deduceable.

3) Radiation following a one election capture giving a Li-like ion.
Three different ions collide D2 ;

 uPOn capturing one electron, they
are left in excited Li-like states. It has been observed that the highest popu-

2
lated levels are : 4 d 0 in the case of C IV

2
4 d D in the case aof N V

4s2S, 4p2P°, 4d2D and 4 f2F° in the case of 0 VI

The strongest radiated lines are :
4f-*3d and 3d-*2p for 0 VI

These results are of importance for the evaluation of losses from scrap off layers
on hot plasmas.

$.. BLIMAN
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Apxsendix 16

Coordinated Research Program on Atomic Data for

Diagnostics of Magnetic Fusion Plasmas

Meeting June 21 - 2 5 , 1982

Comments on electron-impact ionization of ions.

Gordon Dunn
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lonization Cross Sections for Ions

Z = 1 - 10, H - Ne

A "recommended" set of cross sections has been assembled1 by qualified

scientists and distributed. One may quibble over a number of details where no

experiments exist and over some choices, but by and large this set might well

be accepted until evidence shows error.

Good experiments exist for all but Lilll, BelV, Bill, BV, CVI, NVII,

OVTT, OVTII.

Strong excitation-autoionization effects in Li iso-sequence, and effect

increases rapidly with Z. This needs further work, e.g. in 0+5.

No_ data exist for F. It's harri to say why when it is a priority species.

Work should be done. Predictor formulae should give reasonable values.

Good beam measurements for Nell, NelV. Trap measurements for other

ionization stages.

Z r 11 - 18, Ha - Ar

Good beam measurements on Nail, Mgll, Mglll, Sill , S1III, SilV, Aril,

ArTII, ArlV, ArV, ArVI. Trap measurements on other Ar s tages . Na

iso-sequence shows excitation-autoionization effects which increase rapidly

with Z. No theories nor scaling formulas seem to do well with direct process.

Resonant inner-shell dielectronic capture - double autoionization also seems

important. Branching ratios for autoionization may not agree with theory.
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Mo work on Cl, a priority species.

Z = 19 - 36, K - Kr

Good beam measurements for KIT, Call, TilV, Znll, Gall, Xell, Xelll,

XelV, XeVII.

Main points are that:

1. Excitation-autoionization can (and often does) totally (by an order

of magnitude) dominate the ionization cross section.

2. d subshells contribute to the direct process in a scaled down manner

from s and p shells. Thus, e.g. simple Lotz-type methods can't be used

without inventing new coefficients.

7. = vr - 1Qj>t Rb - No

Good beam measurements on Rbll, SrII, ZrlV, Cdll, Xell, Xelll, XelV,

CsII, Ball, HflV, TalV, Hgll, Hglll, Till. Trap measurements on many stages

of Xe, Cs, Ba, Hg.

In addition to specific data, main points to learn are much as for

Z = 19 - 36:

1. Excitation-autoionization can (and often does) totally (by up to

more than an order of magnitude) dominate the ionization cross section.

2. The d and f subshells probably contribute in a scaled down manner

from s and p subshelDs, and the contribution may vary substantially with

species. Simple formulae such as Lotz nay not be readily applicable

without significantly altered coefficients for these subshells.
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Sources

Very good recent sources on ionization of ions are:

1. "Recommended Cross Sections and Rates for Electron Ionization of

Light Atoms and Ions" by K. L. Bell, H. B. Gilbody, J. G. Hughes, A. E.

Kingston and F. J. Smith. This gives recommended cross sections for all

stages of ionization for H - 0, and compares with experimental data,

frequently used formulae, and "quality" theory.

2. "Empirical Formulas for Ionization Cross Sections of Atomic Ions for

Electron Collisions: Critical Review with compilation of Experimental

Data," by Y. Itikaw^ and T. Kato. Gives compilation of experimental

data available to authors for Z = 2 - 19 and compares with Lotz and

Scaled Coulomb - Born (G & S).

3. "Bibliography on Electron Collisions with Atomic Positive Ions, 1978

thru 1982" by Y. Itikawa. This supplements and updates the earlier

version IPPJ-AM-7 by K. Takayanagi and T. Iwai.

Comments

1. With some exceptions which need discussion, (Bell, CIV, BII, CIII)

the cross sections "recommended" by Bell et.al. could be adopted for the

fusion community for H - 0. ( 2 = 1 - 8 ) .

2. *"or all Z for which there are beam measurements, a "recommended"

cross section could be given based on the measurements.

?. For Z = 9 - 18, a reasonable set of cross sections could possibly be

generated based on Lotz, Golden and Sampson (SCB), and McGuire (SPWB),
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using more accurate (Moores, Younger, etc.) calculations where available

and taking care to scale excitation-autoionization for the sequences

where it has been seen to be important (Li, Na, . . . ) . However, more

work will be needed to establish experimental validity.

4. For Z > 19 it's very dangerous at this point to generate recommended

cross sections except for species on which measurements have been made.

More work both theoretically and experimentally needs to be done to

establish systematics of subshell contributions and contributions from

excitation-autoionization (also resonant excitation/capture — double

autoionization). Some cross sections for high ionization stages

corresponding to low Z atom isosequences may be reasonably predicted

with care as in comment 3 above.
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Appendix 17

Review of Data Requirements and their Priorities

A. Lorenz

In proceeding with the work of this CRP, we should as far as it is
possible, strive to satisfy the requirements which have been identified by the
fusion community, and put the emphasis on those reactants and processes which
have the highest priority.

For this purpose we can use the results of the IAEA survey, which I sent
out earlier this year. Actually there is no significant difference from the
recommended priorities assigned at the 1980 Paris meeting, and the survey also
reflects the recommendation of the IFRC Subcommittee on A+M Data which
confined the scope of priority data to: electron impact ionization, electron
excitation and electron capture. The results of the IAEA survey are shown in
Table 1.

I realize of course, that it would be impossible for this CRP to consider
the data for all of the process/reactant pairs given in Table 1. Rearranging
and condensing the information from the questionnaire, by listing the reactant
group in their order of priority for the high priority processes, namely:
electron excitation, ionization and capture, and dielectronic recombination we
obtain a priority-ordered list given in Table 2.

Selecting the reactant groups for each of the priority processes which
have priorities between 1.0 and 1.5, it can be seen that for electron
excitation, ionization and capture the reactant priorities are the same for
all three priority processes, namely:

First priority : C, 0, Ti and Fe
Second priority: Al, Cr and Ni
Third priority : H, D, T and He

Dielectronic recombination, which was given a high priority rating at the
1980 Paris Meeting, has also been rated with high priority in the IAEA
survey. To the extent that it will be possible for the CRP to consider the
data for this process, we should restrict our emphasis to the three reactant
groups listed above including the impurity group consisting of Cu, Zr, Mo
and W.

Other processes and reactants having lower priorities, may be considered
as time permits in the course of subsequent meetings of this CRP.
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Table I

PROCESS/REACTANT PRIORIT]ES DERIVED FROM QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS

^^"~-»^I>roce 8 se s
Reactants"""'-^^^

Group 1: H,D,T

Group 2a: C,O,Ti,Fe

Group 2b: Al.Cr.Ni

Croup 2c: B,N,F,Si,Cl

Group 3: Cu.Zr.Mo.W

Group 4: lie

Group 5a: Ne.Ar.Kr

Group 5b: Xe

Group 6: Li,Ca

Electron
Excitation

1.3

1.1

1.2

2.1

1.9

1.3

1.6

2.2

1.9

Electron
Ionization

1.4

1.1

1.2

2.0

1.9

1.3

1.6

2.2

2.0

H+D
Ionization

1.3

1.3

2.0

2.3

2.2

1.8

2.3

2.3

2.3

Electron
Capture (a)

1.3

1.1

1.3

1.0

l.l

1.3

1.8

2.0

2.2

Electron
Capture (b)

2.2

2.3

2.8

2.8

2.7

2.0

2.7

2.7

2.6

Electron
Capture (c)

1.6

1.9

2.4

2.4

2.7

1.9

2.5

2.7

2.6

Radiative
Recombination

1.6

1.5

1.7

2.2

2.4

1.6

2.1

2.4

2.1

Dielectronic
Recombination

1.3

1.5

2.1

1.1

1.8

1.6

2.2

2.4



Table 2. Priority-ordered List of Required Data.

(Relative priorities are given in parentheses)

Electron Excitation

c,

Al

H,

0

>

D

, Ti, Fe

Cr, Ni (1

, T, He (

(1.1)

. 2 )

1.3)

Ne, Ar, Kr (1.6)

Cu, Zr, Mo, W, Li, Sc (1.9)

B, N, F, Si, Cl (2.1)

Xe (2.2)

Electron lonizatlon

C, 0, Ti, Fe (1.1)

Al, Cr, Ni (1.2)

H, D, T, He (1.3-1.4)

Ne, Ar, Kr (1.6)

Cu, Zr, Mo, W (1.9)

B, N, F, Si, Cl, Li, Cs (2.0)

Xe (2.2)

Electron Capture
+ H°

C, 0, TI, Fe (1.1)

Al, Cr, Ni (1.3)

H, D, T, He (1.3)

Ne, Ar, Kr (1.8)

B, N, F, Si, Cl and Xe (2.0)

Cu, Zr, Mo, W (2.1)

Li, Cs (2.2)

Dlelectronlc
Recombination

Cu, Zr, Mo, W (l.l)

C, 0, TI, Fe (1.3)

Al ,

Ne,

He

B,

Xe

Cr, NI (I

Ar, Kr ( I

(1 .8 )

N, F, Si ,

(2 .2 )

Cs (2 .4 )

. 5 )

. 6 )

Cl ( 2 . 1 )

I
l

o
I


